BEFORE INTRODUCING ITS NEWEST product into the marketplace, a company often will seek an opinion from patent counsel on whether the new product infringes any valid patent known to the company. Many consider this exercise in vigilance regarding the patent rights of others to be a prerequisite before launching a new product. Indeed, until recently, the failure to obtain an opinion of counsel was often used as evidence that a company did not exercise due care in respecting the patent rights of others—and this lack of due care meant that any patent infringement was “willful” and subject to enhanced damages.

If a patent dispute does arise, a favorable opinion of counsel that a company’s new product does not involve the infringement of a patent held by others could be useful in litigation—but only if the company chooses to waive the attorney-client privilege, a decision not to be taken lightly. A charge of willful infringement can lead to an award of attorney’s fees and treble damages if the patent in question is found to be infringed. A patent opinion can provide an effective defense to this charge. Furthermore, a patent opinion also can provide a defense for a company accused of indirectly infringing a patent by active inducement in addition to associated charges of willfulness for that infringement.

Recently, the Federal Circuit has significantly redefined the standard for finding willful infringement. Instead of a “due care” standard, which in practice became little
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more than a negligence standard, a showing of “objective recklessness” is now required. Some have called into question the need for commercial companies to continue obtaining patent opinions before marketing products. However, opinions of counsel remain useful tools for avoiding patent disputes altogether and also provide an effective defense to charges of willful infringement as well as justified an enhancement of damages.

Subsequent Federal Circuit decisions further developed the factors for evaluating willfulness and the duty of due care under the totality of the circumstances. The presence or absence of a favorable opinion of counsel regarding patent infringement, validity, or enforceability remained a crucial, but not dispositive, part of the willfulness inquiry. The due care standard of Underwater Devices was not intended to be applied as a per se rule so that every possibly related patent must be exhaustively studied by expensive legal talent, lest infringement presumptively incur treble damages. In practice, however, the due care standard in the analysis of willful infringement became more like a negligence standard, even though the word “willful” in the civil context is generally understood to refer to conduct that is not merely negligent.

Objective Recklessness

The Federal Circuit recently revisited the due care standard in In re Seagate Technology, LLC, an en banc decision. Seagate Technology was accused of willfully infringing patents owned by Convolve, Inc., and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Seagate had received legal opinions upon which the company intended to rely to show that it had exercised the requisite due care in determining that its conduct was not infringing or that the asserted patent was invalid or unenforceable. These opinions were part of the advice of the company’s patent counsel regarding the company’s defense to willful infringement.

The district court broadly defined the scope of the waiver associated with Seagate’s reliance on the opinions of its patent counsel. The court held that the attorney-client privilege was waived for all communications with counsel, including Seagate’s trial attorneys and in-house counsel, involving the subject matter of the patent opinions. Based on this ruling, Convolve sought production of trial counsel opinions regarding the patents and also noticed depositions of Seagate’s trial counsel. After the district court denied Seagate’s motion for a stay and certification of an interlocutory appeal, Seagate petitioned the Federal Circuit for a writ of mandamus.

Although Seagate’s writ of mandamus focused on the scope of the waiver that should apply to a defense based on advice of counsel, the Federal Circuit stated that it was also interested in whether, “given the impact of the statutory duty of care standard announced in [Underwater Devices], on the issue of waiver of attorney-client privilege, should this court reconsider the decision in Underwater Devices and the duty of care standard itself?” The appellate court first noted that the affirmative duty of due care in Underwater Devices had led to a threshold for willful infringement that was more akin to negligence. This result, according to the Federal Circuit, did not comport with the general understanding of willfulness in the civil context and was inconsistent with U.S. Supreme Court precedent regarding punitive damages.

The appellate court first noted that the affirmative duty of due care in Underwater Devices had led to a threshold for willful infringement that was more akin to negligence. This result, according to the Federal Circuit, did not comport with the general understanding of willfulness in the civil context and was inconsistent with U.S. Supreme Court precedent regarding punitive damages.
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Although Seagate’s writ of mandamus focused on the scope of the waiver that should apply to a defense based on advice of counsel, the Federal Circuit stated that it was also interested in whether, “given the impact of the statutory duty of care standard announced in [Underwater Devices], on the issue of waiver of attorney-client privilege, should this court reconsider the decision in Underwater Devices and the duty of care standard itself?” The appellate court first noted that the affirmative duty of due care in Underwater Devices had led to a threshold for willful infringement that was more akin to negligence. This result, according to the Federal Circuit, did not comport with the general understanding of willfulness in the civil context and was inconsistent with U.S. Supreme Court precedent regarding punitive damages.

Rejecting the due care standard, the Federal Circuit held that to prove willful infringement and the appropriateness of enhanced damages, a patentee must, at a minimum, make a showing of “objective recklessness.” The court further emphasized that “there is no affirmative obligation to obtain opinion of counsel.”

To establish objective recklessness for willful infringement, a patentee must present clear and convincing evidence to meet a two-prong test that:
1) The infringer acted despite an objectively high likelihood that its actions constituted infringement of a valid patent, as determined by the record developed in the infringement proceeding.
2) This objectively defined risk was either known or so obvious that it should have been known to the accused infringer.

Because the state of mind of the accused infringer is not relevant to whether there is an objectively high likelihood of infringing a valid patent, an opinion of counsel should only be relevant with regard to the subjective second prong of the test—whether the objectively high risk of infringement was either known or so obvious that it should have been known to the accused infringer.
fundamental issue remains the reasonableness, or in turn the culpability, of commercial behavior that violates legally protected property rights.”

Subsequently, in Cohesive Technologies Inc. v. Waters Corporation, the Federal Circuit concluded that claim construction was “a sufficiently close question to foreclose a finding of willfulness” in light of the specification and prosecution history of the patent. The defendant’s noninfringement defense was based on a construction of the claim term “rigid” that was not adopted by the court. But because that claim term “was susceptible to a reasonable construction under which [the accused products] did not infringe, there was not an objectively high likelihood that [the defendant’s] actions constituted infringement.”

In Lexion Medical, LLC v. Northgate Technologies, Inc., an unpublished decision, the defendant liquidated its remaining inventory of accused products after a jury returned a verdict of infringement. To justify these post-verdict sales as not being willful, the defendant relied upon a post-verdict oral opinion of counsel that had predicted a favorable outcome in view of a renewed motion for judgment as a matter of law (JMOL) then pending before the district court. Although the district court denied the JMOL motion, the Federal Circuit later vacated the infringement verdict and remanded the case for further proceedings based on a new claim construction. The Federal Circuit held that the post-verdict sales liquidating the remaining inventory of accused products did not constitute willful infringement because the defendant’s reliance on the post-verdict opinion of counsel was justified, as demonstrated by the appellate court’s overturning of the infringement verdict on the merits.

The Federal Circuit also found no willful infringement in Finisar Corporation v. DirecTV Group, Inc. The defendant in Finisar had relied on an opinion of counsel on the absence of patent infringement. But the opinion took no position on the issue of validity, and the district court weighed the opinion’s failure to do so in favor of finding willfulness against the defendant. Nevertheless, the Federal Circuit found no willful infringement because the defendant had relied upon an opinion of counsel. An opinion concluding that a patent opinion is not required to address validity. An opinion concluding that a patent is either invalid or not infringed can provide an effective defense against a charge of willful infringement of that patent without having to rely solely on the objective merits of the case to foreclose a finding of willfulness.

An opinion of counsel can also help support summary judgment of no willful infringement—if the opinion is competent. In VNUS Medical Technologies, Inc. v. Diomed Holdings, Inc., the district court denied a motion for summary judgment of no willful infringement because the defendant had relied upon conclusory opinions, including “a self-described ‘preliminary’ assessment” with “no legal analysis,” instead of a competent opinion of counsel. The substantive requirements for an opinion of counsel were not expressly addressed in Seagate, and subsequent district court decisions, such as VNUS, have applied pre-Seagate case law regarding the criteria for evaluating the competency of an opinion of counsel.

A Competent Patent Opinion

The factors to consider in determining whether an opinion is competent and may be relied upon include:

1) Whether counsel examined the patent file history.
2) Whether the opinion is oral or written.
3) The objectivity of the opinion.
4) Whether the attorney rendering the opinion is a patent attorney.
5) Whether the opinion is detailed or merely conclusory.
6) Whether material information was withheld from the attorney.

According to the Federal Circuit, “To serve...
as exculpatory legal advice the opinion of counsel is viewed objectively, to determine whether it was obtained in a timely manner, whether counsel analyzed the relevant facts and explained the conclusions in light of the applicable law, and whether the opinion warranted a reasonable degree of certainty that the infringer has the legal right to conduct the infringing activity.”

Patent law is a specialized field of law, so having a registered patent attorney provide the opinion of counsel will help assure that the legal advice is competent. Also, selecting an outside registered patent attorney, from a law firm other than trial counsel, to provide the patent opinion may help limit the scope of the waiver associated with relying on an advice-of-counsel defense. Generally, disclosing an opinion of patent counsel does not constitute a waiver of the attorney-client privilege for communications with trial counsel. Similarly, “relying on opinion counsel’s work product does not waive work product immunity with respect to trial counsel.” The court, however, has the discretion to extend the waiver to trial counsel if the party or counsel engages in “chicanery.”

Active Inducement of Infringement

In addition to serving as a defense to a charge of willful infringement, an opinion of counsel may also serve as a defense in the first instance against a type of indirect infringement known as active inducement of infringement. To prove active inducement of infringement under 35 USC Section 271(b), the patentee “has the burden of showing that the alleged infringer’s actions induced infringing acts and that he knew or should have known his actions would induce actual infringing acts.” A claim of active inducement of infringement may arise when the defendant does not directly infringe the patent but instead sells a product with instructions that would induce a third party to use the product in a manner that would infringe the patent.

This type of indirect infringement often occurs when method or system claims are asserted against medical devices, computers, or electronics. For example, a patent claiming a new method of using a medical device such as a catheter may be indirectly infringed by a catheter that is sold with instructions for use that involve the patented method. Also, if the product is sold in a first configuration, and the patent claim requires the device to be in a specific second configuration, liability for active inducement of infringement may attach if the defendant provides instructions for the specific second configuration covered by the patent.

To prove a charge of active inducement of infringement, the plaintiff must provide evidence that the defendant had the specific intent to cause another to infringe the patent. A defendant may show a lack of specific intent to infringe with an opinion of counsel that the instructed use of the product would not infringe a valid patent. The Federal Circuit in DSU Medical Corporation v. JMS Corporation recently held that an opinion of counsel may serve as a defense against a claim involving this form of indirect infringement. Thus, liability for active inducement of infringement, including damages, may be avoided when a company properly relies upon a competent opinion from patent counsel when entering the marketplace, although future sales may be subject to an injunction.

In Broadcom Corporation v. Qualcomm, Inc., the Federal Circuit clarified the standard for establishing the intent element of active inducement of infringement. Specifically, to establish the “affirmative intent to cause direct infringement,” a patentee must show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that:
1) The defendant “intended to cause the acts that constitute the direct infringement.”
2) The defendant “knew or should have known that its action would cause the direct infringement.”

This test is similar to the subjective second prong of the two-prong test for willful infringement but lacks the objective first prong of that
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test. By focusing on the state of mind of the accused infringer, this test resembles the old due care standard of Underwater Devices.

The Federal Circuit also held that the failure to obtain an opinion of counsel could be considered “circumstantial evidence of intent to infringe.”43 The defendant in Broadcom had opinions of counsel regarding patent invalidity but did not waive those opinions. The Federal Circuit upheld the jury’s finding of active inducement of infringement, remarking that the district court properly excluded the opinions in light of the defendant’s decision not to waive the attorney-client privilege with respect to those opinions.44 Clearly, for a party faced with the prospect of defending against a claim of active inducement of infringement, a competent opinion of counsel is particularly important.

Opinions of patent counsel are valuable tools for companies navigating the complexities of launching technology products in today’s competitive marketplace.45 Patent opinions assist companies in identifying potential restrictions in their freedom to operate as well as areas for investment and development. Vigilant awareness of the patent rights of others can help to minimize or avoid patent disputes.

In addition, if a patent dispute does arise, and the company chooses to waive the attorney-client privilege, a patent opinion may be useful in litigation. Although there is no legal duty to obtain an opinion of counsel, a competent patent opinion can provide an effective defense against a charge of willful infringement and avoid a punitive award of trebled damages if patent infringement is found. A competent opinion can also improve the likelihood of obtaining summary judgment of no willful infringement to eliminate the issue of punitive damages at trial. Moreover, when a company is accused of indirectly infringing a patent by active inducement, a competent patent opinion may provide a defense against that charge to avoid liability for damages in the first instance.
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